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A major, Danish seal 
of approval and a five-
year product warranty

We have decades of experience within producing 
and quality testing taps and shower systems. 
Our Danish engineers thoroughly test everything 
- from component to surface. When using your 
Damixa product, you are therefore guaranteed 
a huge share of security coming along with the 
water. Year after year.

As something extraordinary, we give you an 
extended guarantee of five years on all of our 
products. Our employees and local partners are 
always ready to assist you with their extensive 
experience and product knowledge. Before and 
after the product has been installed.
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Damixa DNA and a long story made short

Design is in our Danish DNA. We follow in the footsteps of Danish designers and add a little 
extra love to utility items that are used every day.

To us, making sure that the things you use the most are also the most well thought out, tried 
and tested and well-designed makes sense. We are part of your life and part of your day. 
With features that make sense and with design that makes you happy. 

Right at your fingertips. Always.
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Silhouet

Silhouet’s minimalist expression is a bright and clear design statement. 
With its superb functionality and sleek clean lines, Silhouet naturally suits 
today’s and tomorrow’s homes as the design fills the space by blending in. 

The Silhouet series is complete with basin mixers, shower systems and 
freestanding bathtub mixers, as well as a wide range of accessories. Silhouet 
is available in eight beautiful surfaces.

Standing out by blending in



Read more at 
damixa.com/silhouet

https://damixa.com/silhouet


1. Towel hooks

Surface: Brushed graphite grey PVD
Article no. 48306.55

1
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Brushed graphite 

grey PVD
Graphite Grey is not only eye-catching, but also a very versatile surface that fits 
into most styles of interior. The silky brushed details add a sense of vividness to 
your home, ensuring a sturdy expression that fits with industrial concrete, but 
also adds contrast to lighter materials as wood and white porcelain. 
Another unique layer – or shade of grey – has been added which makes it 
extremely resistant to scratches and fingerprints.

Read more at 
damixa.com/graphite



2. Silhouet Touchless basin

Surface: Brushed graphite grey PVD
Article no. 74022.55

2
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1. Silhouet basin

Surface: Brushed graphite grey PVD
Article no. 74930.55

1
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2

1

2. Silhouet shower system

Surface: Brushed graphite grey PVD
Article no. 57954.55



5. Silhouet concealed shower

Surface: Brushed graphite grey PVD
Article no. Several possibilities - Check our website

3
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3. Towel rail

Surface: Brushed graphite grey PVD
Article no. 48304.55
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4.  Silhouet freestanding bath mixer

Surface: Brushed graphite grey PVD
Article no. 73142.55

4



Brushed
copper PVD

1. Silhouet basin

Surface: Brushed copper PVD
Article no. 74013.87

1
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We know the material from the beautiful copper kettles at the 
breweries, the saucepans in the manor kitchens and the taps at trendy 
cafes and restaurants. Copper matches everything from the raw 
industrial look to warm, urban style, with a presence that is both 
extravagant and casual. It is a choice that attracts attention. 

Read more at 
damixa.com/copper

https://damixa.com/copper


2. Toilet roll holder

Surface: Brushed copper PVD
Article no. 48307.87

3. Towel hooks

Surface: Brushed copper PVD
Article no. 48306.87

4. Silhouet basin

Surface: Brushed copper PVD
Article no. 74021.87

2

3

4
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1
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1. Merkur concealed basin

Surface: Brushed copper PVD
Article no. Several possibilities - Check our website

1



3
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3. Silhouet concealed shower

Surface: Brushed copper PVD
Article no. Several possibilities - Check our website

3. Towel rail

Surface: Brushed copper PVD
Article no. 48304.87

2



Brushed
brass PVD

1. Silhouet shower system

Surface: Brushed brass PVD
Article no. 57954.79

1
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Brass is great for setting the mood, and a choice that exudes attitude 
and personality. Brass has the ability to blend into the surroundings 
naturally, while at the same time adding an extra dimension. 
The expression can be warm and cosy – or cool and urban. 
And the special PVD coating makes the surface extremely resistant to 
scratches and discolouration.

Read more at 
damixa.com/brass

https://damixa.com/brass


2. Silhouet freestanding bath mixer

Surface: Brushed brass PVD
Article no. 73142.79

2

3

3. Towel rail

Surface: Brushed brass PVD
Article no. 48304.79
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1. Silhouet concealed basin

Surface: Brushed brass PVD
Article no. Several possibilities - Check our website
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1



2. Silhouet concealed basin

Surface: Brushed brass PVD
Article no. Several possibilities - Check our website
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2



Tradition

In its exterior, Tradition is the epitome of the classic faucet that lights up any 
French country kitchen or the bathroom of a mansion. But do not be fooled: 
Inside hides all the functionality that characterizes Damixa. 

Efforts have been made to preserve references to the classic expression: in 
design language, porcelain ornamentation and surfaces in brass, copper, and 
chrome.
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There is more to Tradition than meets the eye



Read more at 
damixa.com/tradition

https://damixa.com/tradition


1. Silhouet basin

Surface: Polished brass PVD
Article no. 74021.77

2. Towel hooks

Surface: Polished brass PVD
Article no. 48306.77

3. Towel rail

Surface: Polished brass PVD
Article no. 48304.77

1

2

3
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4.  Silhouet basin

Surface: Brushed brass PVD
Article no. 74930.79

4



Matt black
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Matt black is stylish, minimalist and elegant. With its toned-down 
expression, it adds a touch of luxury to everything from the raw, 
urban kitchen to the sensuous spa bathroom. The matt black finish 
keeps its colour, year after year. The robust surface is easy to clean 
and both dirt and fingerprint resistant.

Read more at 
damixa.com/black

https://damixa.com/black


1. Silhouet freestanding bath mixer

Surface: Matt black
Article no. 73142.61

1
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1. Silhouet Touchless basin

Surface: Matt black
Article no. 74022.61

1
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1



3. Silhouet concealed shower

Surface: Matt black
Article no. Several possibilities - Check our website 

2
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2. Merkur concealed basin

Surface: Matt black
Article no. Several possibilities - Check our website

3



3. Reserve toilet roll holder

Surface: Matt black
Article no. 48317.61

2. Silhouet basin 

Surface: Matt black
Article no. 74021.61

1. Towel hooks

Surface: Matt black
Article no. 48306.61

2

3

4
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1

2



5. Silhouet shower system

Surface: Matt black
Article no. 57954.61

4. Silhouet head shower

Surface: Matt black
Article no. 76663.61

5
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2



Pine

Small details can make a big difference. Pine’s design is inspired by the rounded 
square-trend. It challenges the idea that a square should be a square and ensure 
the faucets are nice to touch and inspiring in their expression.

The Pine series matches the personal style of the modern kitchen and bathroom 
and offers user-friendly functions such as Anti Scalding and Water Saving 
features. Pine is available in three surfaces: chrome, matt black and steel.
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Don’t be so square



Read more at 
damixa.com/pine

https://damixa.com/pine


1. Pine basin

Surface: Matt black
Article no. 17021.61

1
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3. Pine shower system

Surface: Matt black
Article no. 57970.61

3
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2

2. Towel hooks

Surface: Matt black
Article no. 48306.61



Matt white
White is the colour of new beginnings. And white taps are a design 
innovation where the colour truly comes into its own in very simple 
designs. The ideal choice to complement the bright kitchen or bathroom. 
Or to create contrast to colourful surfaces. The silky matt surface is nice 
to the touch, and the resilient, specially treated surface is surprisingly 
easy to keep clean and pure white.

Read more at 
damixa.com/white
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1. Silhouet basin

Surface: Matt white
Article no. 74013.21

https://damixa.com/white


2. Towel rail

Surface: Matt white
Article no. 48304.21

3. Hand shower

Surface: Matt white
Article no. 76686.21

4. Toilet roll holder

Surface: Matt white
Article no. 48307.21

5. Silhouet basin

Surface: Matt white
Article no. 74021.21

2

3

4

5
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1. Silhouet Touchless basin

Surface: Matt white
Article no. 74022.21

1
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2. Silhouet shower system

Surface: Matt white
Article no. 57954.21

2
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1

Chrome
In taps, chrome is the equivalent of the white shirt or the little black dress. 
Stylish, timeless, and utterly classic. A material that lets the design take 
centre stage, and blends in naturally in everything from industrial kitchens 
to Nordic farmhouse kitchens. And the surface is both durable and easy 
to maintain.

Read more at 
damixa.com/chrome

https://damixa.com/chrome
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2. Silhouet concealed basin

Surface: Chrome
Article no. Several possibilities - Check our website

1. Concealed shower

Surface: Chrome
Article no. Several possibilities - Check our website 



Merkur

Modern meets classic in Merkur. The expression is minimalist and elegant. 
The functionality is unsurpassed. The chrome surface fits in anywhere and 
you can choose between several models. The Merkur series is also available 
with concealed solutions to fully elevate your bathroom into an everyday 
luxury feeling.

The Merkur series is available for both kitchens and bathrooms so that you 
can create a common design thread from room to room.
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Go with the flow



Read more at 
damixa.com/Merkur

https://damixa.com/osier


1. Eliza  shower system

Surface: Chrome
Article no. 57912.00
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2. Merkur basin

Surface: Chrome
Article no. 14747.00
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1. Silhouet basin

Surface: Chrome
Article no. 74930.00

3. Toilet roll holder

Surface: Chrome
Article no. 48307.00

2. Towel hooks

Surface: Chrome
Article no. 48306.00

1

2

3

4
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5. Silhouet Touchless basin

Surface: Chrome
Article no. 74022.00

4. Toilet brush

Surface: Chrome
Article no. 48301.00

5
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Rowan

Rowan has its very own expression. Inspired by nature and made for hands. 
A piece of craftsmanship that is pleasant to touch and functional in the best 
Damixa fashion. 

The organic shapes without sharp angles or edges fit the fingers and make 
the design friendly and striking to look at. Rowan is equipped with features 
that benefit the environment and make everyday life easier. 
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Inspired by nature



Read more at 
damixa.com/rowan

https://damixa.com/rowan
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1. Tradition basin

Surface: Chrome
Article no. 37034.00
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1

2. Tradition concealed shower

Surface: Chrome
Article no. Several possibilities - Check our website  



Steel PVD

1. Silhouet basin

Surface: Steel PVD
Article no. 74930.46

50
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For generations, stainless steel has been associated with 
professional kitchens, where the appearance of the 
materials only improves with use. The elegant steel 
surface has long since moved into the home. 

The material fits well with the relaxed, Nordic lifestyle, 
where everyday design must be both functional and 
visually appealing.

Read more at 
damixa.com/steel

https://damixa.com/steel


3. Head shower

Surface: Steel PVD
Article no. 76663.46

4. Towel hooks

Surface: Steel PVD
Article no. 48306.46

2

4

3
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2. Silhouet basin

Surface: Steel PVD
Article no. 74021.46



1. Pine basin

Surface: Steel PVD
Article no. 17021.46
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1



2. Pine shower system

Surface: Steel PVD
Article no. 57970.46
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2



1
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Touchless

1. Silhouet Touchless basin

Surface: Chrome
Article no. 74022.00

2. Silhouet Touchless basin

Surface: Brushed graphite grey PVD
Article no. 74022.55

3. Silhouet Touchless basin

Surface: Brushed brass PVD
Article no. 74022.79

Read more at 
damixa.com/silhouet-touchless

Silhouet Touchless is a revolution in touchless taps, designed 
specifically for home use. Stylish, practical and hygienic because 
you never have to touch the tap with dirty hands.You can easily 
adjust the temperature and flow depending on whether you need 
to wash your hands, brush your teeth, shave, or fill a glass with 
cold water. 

https://damixa.com/silhouet-touchless-pro


2

3
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You can adjust the 

temperature by rotating 

the top.

You can increase or 

decrease the water flow 

- or turn the water off 

completely - 

by pulling the top up and 

rotating it. 



1
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Sky

Read more

1. Pillar taps

Surface: Steel PVD
Article no. 48116.46

https://damixa.com/product/list?sortField=0&sortDirection=Ascending&numberOfProducts=698&page=1&StatusFilter=Active&groups=409
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2. Pillar taps

Surface: Brushed brass PVD
Article no. 48017.79

3. Pillar taps

Surface: Matt black
Article no. 48307.61

2

3

https://damixa.com/product/list?sortField=0&sortDirection=Ascending&numberOfProducts=698&page=1&StatusFilter=Active&groups=409
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Instagram
shares
damixa_official tags #damixa

Explore more
instagram.com/damixa_official
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Instagram
shares
damixa_official tags #damixa

Explore more
instagram.com/damixa_official
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6262

Integrated savings and 
a limited carbon footprint

We constantly work to develop solutions that make our products use as few resources as 
possible without compromising on comfort and user-friendliness. 

We use features such as cold start, eco-save and water-saving aerators to make sure that you 
use a lot less water and energy without even noticing. All integrated in our products so that 
you do not have to think about it when choosing a tap from Damixa
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Tap into an 
abundance of colours 
and decor options

Damixa’s surfaces are extremely durable and 
robust. Our classic colours have proven their 
worth for generations, and no new surfaces are 
launched without having undergone extensive 
quality tests. 

We can therefore guarantee that they will pass 
the most important test of all: Any normal day 
in your home. All surfaces recur in Damixa’s 
complete range, and you can therefore get 
anything from taps to towel hooks in the exact 
same colour. Thus, Damixa always taps into your 
unique decor style.
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